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Linguistics translates experience, with sensation of touch. Language
translates linguistically, when we tell a story, as our sounding words
resonate in vibration with another. Sharing stories is a touching
experience. Throughout the course of modern civilization languages
have continued to change around the world. The singular nature,
the quality of translation between different languages, continues to
change also. Translation affects the quality of conveyance of ideas.
In multiple mediums of expressive language, mediums relating
all human senses convey ideals. Languages convey ideological
expressions with both logic and emotion, in sensory balance.
This balance is embodied within the linguistics of the language
and the physiological sensation conveyed. Linguistics shapes the
physiological environment, the vibration of expression within
atmospheric mediums relating to all our senses. Languages that
balance our physiology across multiple mediums are physiolinguistic.
Sensory balance in the telling of a story, its physiolinguistic healing
nature, is the essence of the Singular Archetype.
Physical and perceptual cross connect as physiological experience.
Experiences which balance the physical and perceptual realms,
are physiological. Healthy interactions can calibrate our somatic
cellular fields, in this balance. Linguistic experiences between
people can translate toward a physiological balance as well.
Linguistics in the broadest sense, is the physiology of language.
Specifically, this is physiolinguistics. And the success with which
a story balances logical and emotional experience, determines its
ability to physiologically translate across multiple languages of
expression. Physiolinguistic calibration of an experience is healing.
A healing experience can happen in the telling of stories. This
sensation is a somatic healing experience. Linguistic vibration
touches our somatic cellular composition, calibrating our fields. As
our languages connect us to others with story telling experience,
they have the ability to heal. They can turn empty space into place.
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The Singular Archetype engages the physiolinguistic story arc,
bridging people and place, as resonant healing somatic sensation.
Physiolinguistic mediums are those within which stories of
experience vibrate, mediums through which a story stimulates a
somatic vibrating continuum of presence. In telling stories, we
share linguistic somatic experience. Linguistic expression resonates
through our human cellular fields. Perceptual and physical meet
in physiological sensation. The linguistics of a language becomes
physiological, as they bridge perceptual and physical sensations.
Although sensory experiences are specific to each person, there are
archetypal story experiences, experiences to which many people can
relate. These stories connect people, relate people within a shared
sense experience of vibrating place. These archetypes of a singular
nature are story arcs that touch many, even at the atomic scale of
our somatic cellular fields. They vibrate across the molecular
fabric of the atmosphere. Shared stories shape physiological place
within the space between people. They shape place, by translating
ever calibrating logical and emotional sensation between human
beings, as embodied resonance. This kind of experience amplifies
experiential translations across multiple languages. People can lift
each other, with vibration. As we physiologically lift, space turns to
cultural place as moments are captured.
We convey an experience, as we tell a story. Conveyed experiences
draft real relationships, resonant connections between people, as
people relate in sharing familiar experience. The more a story touches
us the more we experience shared understanding. A story experience
able to be shared, in multiple languages, becomes more potent. The
translation from one language medium to the next increases, as the
story conveyance drafts the linguistic and physiological qualities
together. This is an essential quality of the Singular Archetype.
Singular architecture organizes this archetype, with story arcs which
translate across multiple mediums of expression, physiologically
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and linguistically. Then logic and emotion generate a continuum of
vibrating balance, and a story's ideology has the potential to reach
many. We convey our experience to many, to relate.
Technology has eroded at our experiential sense of existing in the
present. As a result of the advancement of technology, primarily
binary electronics within inter-netted infrastructure, modern
language expression has become about translation of information
in the guise of authentic communication. Linear chronological
sensation has been amplified above emotional expression, detaching
people from physiolinguistic connection with other people and a
relational sense of place. Linear experience supercedes the transverse
balancing of logic and emotion, in the tech-no-logic world. Human
desensitization, to surrounding environmental stimuli, has become
the devolutionary result. Emotional detachment between people and
place is the experiential byproduct. So we tell stories, to heal.
Multiple technological conditions have contributed to this human
desensitization devolution. Advancement of speed, the flat screen,
and population migration toward urban density have been influential
causes of sociocultural muting of the senses, from technological
effects. These sociopsychological addictions of desensitization
have turned much of the sounds people vocalize, into noise. This
desensitization within modern civilization has caused a numbing of
human sensory experiences, a deafness, and a decline in affective
cross pollination between multiple mediums of language expression.
It has amplified insensitivity between people and environment. It has
desensitized culture, causing chaos at multiple scales of habitation.
Quantifiable connections replaced quality relations, as decentralizing
psychosocial migration happened. Billions of people around the
planet formed superficial, information based pseudo relationships.
This was globalization. Humanity is now shifting toward cultural
localization, organized with
flexible infrastructure, which
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restimulates sensory emotion. With localization of population
and culture, the balance is tilting from chronologic to balanced
logic and subjective emotional sensation. The subject and object
are becoming more balanced, as the modern over-emphasized
formation of objectivity shifts toward subjective experience.
The two balance, in time. The telling of the Singular Archetype
introduces new opportunities to engage this balance between
objective and subjective expressions. This aligns more with natural
cross connecting experience within our bodies, than with artificial
technological communication via parallel translations. So sharing
our stories with one another can proliferate an advanced way of
thinking about emotion, as we enter a new paradigm. We enter a
personal kind of paradigm.
Nature takes its course. Global movement outward has perpetuated
quantifiable unemotional connections between people, associating
communicating connection with a perversive relationship between
the private and public. Quantification of artificial human connection
is a movement toward chaos, per exponential growth theory. Yet
movement toward this chaos can bifurcate, turn to its opposite phase
of natural organization, generating qualification. The bifurcation
can be abrupt, or it can be sequentially calibrated. During population
migration events, bifurcation shifts occur within nested scales of
operational interactive relationships. These shifts are physiological,
within a culture. Linguistic communication can facilitate healing
transitions within bifurcating populations shifting toward a more
localized, personal spectrum. As cultures conjoin into localized,
more personal relationships, chaos can be induced at this emotional
scale of interaction. This is an effect of the previous desensitization
state, after a globalization comprised of superficial relations. Chaos
is a product of an abrupt bifurcation pattern. People physiologically
forget how to relate emotionally, after heightened artificial states. So
Nature facilitates calibration, to smooth the translations.
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Linguistic translation resonates. As our voice resonates, it generates
physiolinguistic sensation within and around us. Languages touch
people. Yet people are unaccustomed to relating this way after
global technological desensitization. So we shift to a more personal,
more local and less decentralized way of relating, to emotionally
reconnect. Local experiences conveyed become less chronologic, and
consequently more personal and emotional. Mediums of expression
can then become less informational and more emotional. This can
be dangerous, as artificial migratory bifurcating change from global
to local cultural growth is abrupt. Naturally graduated bifurcation
calibrates the cultural growth, decreasing risk of imbalanced
reactionary events at the scale of the person and of populations. So
we evolve. We learn once again, how to relate naturally. We do this
with our ability to touch each other, with story telling.

experience. We heal. Physiolinguistic relationships translate. They
determine the healing nature of language expressions. The Singular
Archetype story arc engages this singular architecture of linguistics,
to achieve translation of ideology in many cultural verses. If an
archetypal experience cross pollinates across multiple mediums
of sensation, it translates to many. The ideological experience of
its story conveys potently. Cultural healing is generated in the
relationships across many scales of calibrative adaptation.

Adaptating languages of cultures shape communication, in the
telling of stories. Physiolinguistics within a culture determines the
healing sensation of language expressions. Linguistic stories which
translate between people convey shared ideology across multiple
mediums, generating a healing sensation within localized cultures.
The quality with which language cross pollinates between mediums
of expression during fluid localization events, can determine the
health of the cultural bifurcation event between global to local
growth. Linguistic evolutions can help shape how people commune.
Linguistics evolves physiologically. Physiolinguistics translates,
across the molecular fabric within ourselves and our surroundings.

Physiolinguistics organizes cultural growth. As populations
of humans localize, migrate to smaller cultural scales after
decentralizing expansion, conveyances become more emotional...
more personal. The shift from detaching parallel information
translation to multidimensional natural connection can engage a
seamlessness with story telling. As cultural migration localizes,
multidimensional logic substitutes the linear chronologic. Our
logical and emotional bodies begin to physiologically balance as an
effect of the linguistic translations across multiple mediums. This
is stimulated by the architectural stories of the Singular Archetype.
As archetypes assist in organizing languages of expression, they
become a way to organize culture. Cultural migration patterns
can generate in healing continuums with linguistic story telling
as vibrations migrate atomically within us. Calibrative adaptation
reconciles artificial abrupt bifurcation. Physiolinguistics calibrates
the relationship between people and place. Singular Archetypes
organize cultural growth with fluidity, in telling stories.

Calibration in a moving continuum is generated by the Singular
Archetype, in the translations. The quality of connections that happen
in the linguistic cross pollination of languages of expression translate
in many ways. From translations between our logical and emotional
selves, to the translations between people, to translations across
multiple mediums of conveyance; fluidity of translation affects the
quality of touch. When we touch each other with stories, we share

Her story, the story of the female, initiates this Singular story.
The evolution of the architecture of the female anatomy actually
embodies the architectureal stories of the Singular Archetype. The
evolutionary story of the female in relation to the revolvement of
womb, scientifically shapes her story, as the beginning of the human.
This evolution began with the desire in vertebrate mammals, to walk
on two feet. It began when the vertebrate, took a stand.
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Before bipedalism happened the architecture of the womb was closer
to the ground, the spinal column located toward the body anterior,
and vertebrate nerve pathways were void of cross connecting
decussation. The four footed animal could balance easier than the
future bipedal vertebrate. In the vast majority of four footed animal
species, females were more frequently physically vulnerable. Then
bipedalism evolved. Interconnection of the body and mind evolved.
Physiological decussation happened in the cross connection of
nerve signaling pathways threading within and beyond the human
axis. Bipedal evolution was a physiological phenomenon. The
intersection of the new map of nerve pathways was related to our
vibrating vocal cords. Standing up resulted in an initial physical
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devolution for the bipedal vertebrate, unable to run as it had with
four legs, yet the female vertebrate evolved physiological attributes
for protecting herself and growing child within the womb. She
established heightened physiolinguistic sensation to compensate
for physical vulnerability. She could walk with balance, move
nomadically with balance. She navigated as her somatosensory
experience was mapped within and around her. The evolution of 'the
stand' of the vertebrate mammal was simultaneously physiological
and linguistic. Female members of vertebrate species adapted to
protect themselves and the future of the species, holistically. The
evolution of the vertebrate's stand was a revolution of balance.

vibration within spine

Long ago, when mammals began to walk with two legs instead
of four, the vertebrate upper brain bifurcated into two sides and
then cross connected within the body by way of its interior map of
signaling nerve pathways. The first intersecting crossing decussation
of our pathways is located in the brain stem, above and behind the
oropharynx. The oropharynx is a focal point of vocal vibration. Four
footed vertebrates had four points touching the electromagnetic
earth surface. The architecture of the two footed vertebrate shifted.
Specifically the architectural relationship between the womb, spinal
column, upper brain, and female vocalization evolved when the
vertebrate took a stand perpendicular to the earth. Holistic sensory
perception followed. An evolutionary cascade was initiated. The
relationship between perceptual way finding senses, a fluid womb,
and telluric electromagnetic earth surface in relation to her vibrating
voice amplified. Her communal balance to child and earth advanced.
She could generate a cascade of resonating vocal vibrations upward
and down her spinal column, from upper brain into the fluid cymatic
womb, while grounded with two feet. A physiolinguistic path of
communication was established between mother and child, and the
expanded environment.

voice
oropharynx

spinal column

womb

Stand x Voice
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The vertebrate was stimulated to stand vertically, so it could adopt
a new physiological relationship to telluric earth. This was an
initial point in the evolution of the human. Phase two of the bipedal
vertebrate mammal's evolution occurred as a continuation of this
physiological adaptation. The two footed mammal came to be; the
growing child nested in the pelvic butterfly of the womb adaptively
pushed the spinal column toward the dorsal side of the body. Then
the female sought balance, with child in womb. So she evolved by
remapping her communicating nerve pathways. To calibrate the
body further, the nerve pathways criss-crossed behind the upper
brain and oropharynx. This locus became the vibratory initiation
point for the mapping of the holistic body and mind together, then
resonating across her bony inner ear labyrinths calibrating the
balancing fluid within. This crossing is understood as our body's
decussation, stimulating translation between the left and right sides
of our body. We became balanced, in the stand.
longitudinal fissure
upper brain
geniculate fibers

thalmus
projection fibers

nerve pathways

decussation of pyrimids

pyramidal tracts
(in spinal cord)

Upper Brain x Stem
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Right upper brain signaling pathways intersect to the left body. Left
body intersects to the right upper brain. We calibrate our signals,
across our mapped bifurcation. This evolutionary decussation
resulted in the physiolinguistic intersection of logical and emotional
experience of the human being. This decussation event connected
the physiology of our voice, to the intersecting pathways behind the
brain, via the vibrating oropharynx. Via the translating oropharynx,
it connected our voice to the womb through the vibration of the
stories of vertebrae within the spinal column, cross connecting
our somatic cellular field within our body. We became connected
through the sensation of vibration, physiolinguistically. The story
of evolution continues, the story of the Singular Archetype. Mother
and child could communicate.
Child is to mother, as human is to Mother Earth. The Singular
Archetype generates a holistic story. Stimulating translations between
people, generating physiolinguistic translations of experience, this
story telling connects people across the electromagnetic radix of the
telluric earth. Singular Archetypes are archetypes of intersection.
They stimulate translations across neural pathways within and
between the human species, balancing objective and subjective
physiological experience with vibration. The architecture of these 9
story arcs generate physiolinguistic conveyance in multiple sensory
mediums, the most potent of which begins with sound as a source
of vibrating touch, drafting healing experiential sharing. Singular
Archetypes expand potency of expression by organizing stories such
that the ideology generates across multiple mediums of expression.
This helps language transcend scales of conveyance naturally,
instead of through artificial technology, resulting in healthy cultural
sensory experience. Singular architecture story arcs relate to the
architecture of the human. They facilitate healing relationships
between people and place, sustainable cultural intersections within
the vast populations of the human species. They calibrate people, by
calibrating the map of human growth.
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The evolution of balance initiated a cascade adaptation in the
bipedal being. Perceptual and physical balance changed, when
animals began walking perpendicular to the telluric earth surface.
So communicating translation within and between animals
changed also. Shared physiolinguistic experience changed. Specific
communicating sensory organs relocated to a higher point, in
relation to the horizon of earth. This improved certain navigation
capabilities of such vertebrates. The habitation patterns fluxing
between localization and decentralization evolved as an effect of
relationships between movement and this physiology. Interrelations
between species shifted, as nomadic natures balanced with gathering
patterns. A female's interaction to environmental threat, in relation
to her sympathetic and parasympathetic nerve signals, shifted with
adaptive calibration as she carried her offspring toward her anterior.
The ways in which the pregnant female mapped her locations, to
protect her self and offspring, evolved as perception amplified and
physiological sensation became prioritized above physical sense.
Existence between species and environment calibrated holistically.
The perpendicular stand of the female vertebrate is the initial
moment, the first presence of the human species. Human evolution,
in many ways, began with the architecture of the female. The
female, frequently with less physical prowess, developed an ability
to protect her self and future offspring by developing heightened
physiolinguistic sensory strength. Sound became her initial source
of amplified power, as the locus of nerve pathways intersecting
in relation to the vibrating oropharynx, stimulated heightened
vibratory sensation throughout her physiological body. It stimulated
physiolinguistic sensation between her self and her fluid filled
womb, and between her and her expanded environment. It
stimulated balance within her inner ear labyrinths, as she walked her
labyrinthine story within the telluric fabric of the earth. She listened
to her instincts. She evolved holistically, so she could survive.
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She found her voice. She evolved linguistically, improving the
chances of survival for her species. The vertebrate mammal's odds
of survival determined the future survival for female and male
human beings. Standing tall the female vertebrate could sound
across the fields, her nomadic vibrations felt by her commune,
transposing across the energetic radix of the topography. Across vast
atmospheric distances she could convey, with vibrating sound, her
need for protection. The standing vertebrate was originally a nomad,
as was the human. As a maternal nomad, the female simultaneously
sought freedom and safety. She could protect herself and offspring
on her own terms, with advanced physiolinguistic prowess. To this
day, the voice of the female touches like none other. She tells her
story, generating balance in the environment, as others listen with
interior vibrating labyrinthine instruments.
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The Singular Archetype is first about the origin of the female.
The female within any species evolves, because the architecture
of her womb is the source of generations to come. She adapts
with calibration. Adaptive calibration is the holistic evolutionary
derivative of the traditional scientific idea of adaptive benefit. During
this period of animal evolution, when this somatic twist between
left and right bipedal body and brain cross connected, mammalian
vertebrate species were nomadic. The female developed her ability
to sound linguistically, through the vibrating radix within earth, as
a nomadic animal. Adaptive calibration supports this evolutionary
theory, as the protection of generational procreation in relation to
holistic balance is the primary natural motivation for evolution of
any natural species. Adaptive calibration, in contrast to adaptive
benefit, suggests that a species evolve for the purpose of sustaining
holistic life on earth versus the life of the isolated species. This
posits that the evolution of the female bipedal vertebrate happened
as a necessity for holistic balance on earth.
The Singular Archetype tells a humanist story. At the source of this
story are generations of women and girls. 'Flash Light: 9 Girls'
Stories for Grown Ups' tells stories organized by arcs of the singular
architecture paradigm. The architecture of each story implements
one of the nine archetypes, each having its own arc. The stories
support the ideological healing of our physiolinguistic nature. They
support the holistic evolutionary ideology of adaptive calibration.
They portray a sense of return to innocence. They support her story,
the source story for the human species.
Technological globalization stimulated cultural desensitization and
a consequential devolution of the human species. Technology has
done this throughout history. If the artificial continues to grow, so
will devolution. Humans need real connection, and that's healthy.
Technology simultaneously decentralized culture while stimulating
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unhealthy numbing experience. It desensitized the human race,
perpetuating exponential growth toward chaos. In a sense, it rewired
the species rendering the human race incapable of touching each
other in any healing way. Perhaps the extinction of the human
species has become part of maintaining holistic balance on earth.
Maybe adaptive calibration has turned us against the race leading
us toward extinction, turned us toward human kind to preserve other
life remaining on earth. Before the human race becomes extinct,
it will have learned the importance of protecting the girl. It will
become clear that the natural architecture of the female was the
Singular Architecture of the human, if even on the final day.
The Singular Archetype generates balance. Its story architecture
stimulates a sense of touch with healing physiolinguistic translation
within the story arc, balancing logic and emotion. Healing
translations across mediums of sensory conveyance, across multiple
languages of expression, calibrate in many cultural verses. We
exist in a multiverse. Its verses resonate with linguistic vibrating
translations between people and place. It resonates with touch. It
stimulates a sense of presence while simultaneously generating an
aerial view of our surrounding nature. It connects the story of the
human experience, at all scales. Singular Architecture transcends
scale, from the smallest particles within our cells, to the child in the
womb, to our surrounding environments near and far. It supports
physiolinguistic translation at all scales of our telluric story on earth
and beyond. Our environments are interconnected and intersecting.
So inter-nested is the healing relationship between them. Singular
Archetype story telling is an architectonic medicinal for humanity.
Human populations can exist in a vast variety of environments. Yet
the human race has devolutionized and civilization's response has
been to make artificial environments. With these environments, the
human race versus human kind, has generated parallel translators of
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communication. Humans have devolved to accommodate artificial
environments by dissolving the cross connection of our interbody
translation, by deadening the senses. The human race has lost
its senses, literally and figuratively. Desensitization has caused
the modern devolution. Yet shifting toward localization within a
freedom of movement can reignite the balance between logic and
emotion. This is a shift away from the human race, toward human
kind. Perhaps nomadic movement with localizing places, protected
from the race, was always an ideal for human life. As the female
stands, humans evolve to exist in many kinds of places. They
migrate naturally, toward healing. Physiolinguistic story telling has
always been a part of our evolutionary echo.
We map as we walk, translating our verses across the telluric
earth as our interior bodies map translating signals within our
multidimensional nerve pathways. The story continues. Our
physiolinguistic conveyance, our telling expression of personal
experience, is interconnected with our mapped connection with
others. The ability for humans to live in the balance determines
holistic health. Physiolinguistically, the quality of human language
conveyance determines the evolving quality of the human species.
It determines our ability to heal. Translation is the basis of life of
human kind, vibrationally. We touch across the vibrating of our
story telling. We touch the ground, and we touch each other.
Innocence is the over arcing experience of the Singular Archetype. I
began considering the meaning of intersecting sensory experience,
physiolinguistically, while curating the following words from
the experience of the innocent child. I thought about these ideas
in relation to story telling arcs, as my desire to convey a sense of
innocence elevated in the draft of 'Flash Light: 9 Girls' Stories for
Grown Ups'. In contrast to the current state of the world, I wanted
to remember what it meant to experience human connection through
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the senses of a child, to relate to Mother Earth as I'd initially habited
the womb and communed with my mother long ago. I think many
experience the same desire, a desire to return to a place of innocence.
I think many people would like to be able to walk the earth, sensing
its telluric power, telling our own story without having to race. I
think many of us would like to fly like the butterfly, in amplified
sensory cross connection with the atmospheric sun and moon. Just
as the cocoon senses vibration within its connection to its home on
the tree branch, vibration of the string being the protective alarm, the
butterfly continues to do so as it takes flight within the atmosphere.
It senses vibration. And we continue to do as we cross connect in
a butterfly configuration within our vertebrate bodies, upon being
birthed from our mother's womb. The butterfly is natural, antithetical
to parallel artificial existence. So we return to the laws of Nature and
cross connect.
I told stories from the hearts of women, from many revolutionary
generations. I told archetypal stories of the innocence of the Girl.
The unconditional feminine protagonist, at all ages, has experienced
her brazen satirical relation to the modern world. So we tell
allegorical stories of healing. In doing so, we continue to generate
the Singular Archetype. We generate her story. The female always
seems to be placed in a continuum of healing, by those other than
herself. This is a place for the innocent. The female had little say
about the formation of civilization. So she reshapes her surround.
We will always be innocent. We will always carry our little girl
inside us, just as our mother carried us safely inside her womb.
While curating the following 9 literary works, I also curated 9
acoustic compositions. Studying them in retrospect, I recognized
the literary works and songs intersected. This inspired this preface,
and the intense meaning of the Singular Archetype. The literary and
acoustic works began to resonate with similar physiolinguistic story
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arcs. They resonate as Singular Archetypes. So I thought maybe in
life we tell the same stories over and over again, in a continuum of
healing, across any medium of expression. We voice our story with
every expression of our existence. Perhaps the over arcing human
condition is simply a continuum of healing toward the innocence
with which we began.
As we are birthed from our mother's womb, our first expression
is our voice. We sound, as we cry our first breath. As we express
with voice, we vibrate. These vibrating translations within our
body initially intersect behind our oropharynx, cascade throughout
our nerve pathways in signaling conveyance, physiolinguistically
moving in a continuum from one somatic cell to the next. Our
expression is a physiological experience, stimulated by linguistic
vibration, balancing logic and emotion. Our vibrating vocal
stand is our ultimate source of balance. We exit the womb, with
physiolinguistic resonance. This evolutionary relationship between
the singular architecture of our mother's vocal cords and that of the
womb, still exists after birth as our feet touch the ground. Energy
cascades down our spinal column, meeting the butterfly within
our spinal cord where our second decussation point calibrates our
somatosensation of touch. Our cellular fields vibrate, calibrating
in continuum. Our vibrating voice is the source of our singular
architecture, the origin of the touching Singular Archetype story.

cross connects like the sensory conveyance across the wings of the
butterfly. It cross connects our sesory pathways. This is how we
heal, in the linguistic translation across mediums of touch.
The story of the birth experience happens over the course of 9 full
moons. We begin life with 9 lunar generations, within the watery
womb. The womb organizes our life experience from the beginning,
as our cells multiplied in signaling translation of calibrating
connection. They then continue to regenerate, as energy within
us calibrates in vibration. The cross connecting butterfly of our
body movement continues to stimulate interbody translation, after
exiting from our mother into Mother Earth. We all experience these
generations of birth. We all experience the translating architecture
of the womb, interconnecting butterflies of energy movement
between our selves and our mother, and beyond. The natural human
womb is a result of millions, perhaps billions of years of evolution.
Technology will never replace the human womb, nor will it replace
the earth. Habitation of our mother's womb is the one experience
all humans have in common; the habitation of our mother and of
the labyrinth of mother earth, as our feet touch the common ground.
We take a stand and our voice vibrates within us, calibrating our
balance, as we listen to our personal story. We trust the voice of the
child within us. This is the story of the Singular Archetype. Birth
and butterfly begin.

Singular Archetypes are story telling archetypes, resonating within
a moving continuum of presence. They are situational in Nature.
We navigate. We map. We adapt and calibrate. We sense our way
through our story. With our voice and listening inner ear labyrinths,
we connect with others. In measurements of time and place Singular
Archetypes convey the principles of the womb and nature of the
butterfly. They convey a rebirth, within the womb of earth. The
evolutionary twist, the healing somatic twist of our evolution,
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